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WELCOME

Dear Virtuoso Traveler,

A

t Norwegian Cruise Line, we focus on creating and
delivering exceptional experiences. That’s why we
introduced The Haven by Norwegian, an exclusive
enclave where you’ll find our most luxurious and wellappointed suites – for couples and families alike. This keycardaccess-only area features a dedicated restaurant, lounge, pool, and
sundeck, and is a tranquil escape for those desiring a more intimate
cruise experience without forgoing the breadth of entertainment,
dining, and recreation options available on larger ships. On
Norwegian Bliss, Norwegian Joy, and soon-to-debut Norwegian
Encore, Haven guests can also take in the most spectacular views
in one of the most serene settings on board – the Horizon Lounge,
a private observation area overlooking the bow of the ship.
This ship-within-a-ship concept not only features an exceptional product, but also provides unparalleled service, thanks to our
certified butler and concierge teams. They take pride in overseeing
every detail of your stay with us – whether it’s coordinating a special dinner for you and your
loved ones or confirming an immersive experience ashore – to deliver a seamless and memorable vacation.
I’m very proud that we have led the industry throughout our 52-year history, dreaming up
some of the most innovative and enhancing offerings available at sea today. We reinvented the
dining experience by allowing guests the freedom and flexibility to decide when, where, and
with whom they dine. We were the first to offer alternative specialty restaurants. We pioneered standout attractions, including the industry’s only racetracks at sea. We revolutionized
cruise entertainment with Broadway-caliber productions. I could go on, but, in summary, we
are committed to providing meaningful and memorable moments for our guests.
We are humbled that our Virtuoso agency partners entrust us with you, their client, and that
they’ve recognized the variety of options we deliver for every type of traveler by once again
nominating us for “Best Multigenerational Cruise Program.”
Be sure to read along – we’ll share expert tips and exclusive offers as you prepare to join us
for the cruise of a lifetime.
I look forward to welcoming you aboard soon,

Andy Stuart
President and CEO
Norwegian Cruise Line
N O R W EG I A N C R U I S E L I N E
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BREAKAWAY PLUS CLASS SHIPS

Coming soon to Miami:
Norwegian Encore.

A Class of Its Own

Recent renovations and a bold new vessel rack up
more industry firsts for Norwegian’s f leet.

S

ome 50 years ago, Norwegian
Cruise Line sailed the first
interisland Caribbean cruise

from Miami. Seventeen ships
later, it continues to build on a legacy
of innovation with the fourth ship in
the Breakaway Plus Class, 3,998-passenger Norwegian Encore, debuting in
November. “Norwegian has outdone
itself with these ships, and everything
from the guest suites to the dining options, Broadway shows, and activities
for family members of all ages is simply
outstanding,” says Virtuoso travel
advisor Jonette Shepherd. Whether
you choose to go tropical, explore
the Mediterranean, or set out on an
Inside Passage adventure, four words
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describe the experiences awaiting on
Norwegian’s most popular ships: Bliss,
Encore, Escape, and Joy.
CHEERS TO THIS
Norwegian Encore – sister ship to
4,004-passenger Norwegian Bliss,
4,266-passenger Norwegian Escape,
and 3,804-passenger Norwegian Joy –
is the line’s newest beauty. Spanish
artist Eduardo Arranz-Bravo’s vivid
abstract design decorates the hull
(the painter credits his life by the sea
in Barcelona for its inspiration). Ship
highlights include the largest go-kart
racetrack at sea, a looping waterslide, The Haven’s well-appointed
suites and tranquil courtyard, and

a new specialty restaurant, Onda
by Scarpetta, by NYC Italian dining
establishment Scarpetta. Norwegian
Encore’s nine-day maiden voyage
from London to New York departs
November 2; from $849.
PRIDE AND JOY
In May, Norwegian Joy emerged from
an extensive $50 million makeover
as a nearly identical twin to Bliss.
Cruisers will notice a slew of industry
firsts: an outdoor go-kart track, an
open-air laser-tag arena, and the
Galaxy Pavilion gaming venue. Joy is
the only ship in the fleet to offer spacious Concierge Accommodations
with 24/7 service and private dining.

AT YOUR SERVICE
Norwegian Encore concierge
Adrian Bica ensures guests’ days
and nights go full steam ahead.

Current home base: Bucharest, Romania.
Harvest Caye, Belize, a premier
resort-style destination.

ALASKAN GLACIERS,
OR SUN AND SAND?
Norwegian is placing its top
ships in its most popular destinations. In May 2021, passengers
on Encore’s seven-day Alaska
cruises from Seattle will be able
to explore the state’s vibrant
indigenous cultures, experience
its midnight sunlight, and traverse
waters that teem with orcas,
seals, and Steller sea lions. (Don’t
want to wait? In 2020, Bliss, Joy,
Norwegian Jewel, and Norwegian

Sun will sail the Inside Passage
April through September).
Seeking a cruise with some
snorkeling in the forecast? Try
Norwegian Escape’s seven-day
round-trip cruise of the western
Caribbean from Miami, which
includes stops at Roatán in
Honduras, Harvest Caye island
in Belize, and more. Alaska departures: Multiple dates, through
September 28; from $599. Western
Caribbean departures: March 14,
21, and 28, 2020; from $799.

Norwegian Encore Fast Facts
Square feet of open-air
laser-tag space:

10,000+

1,094

Ship length in feet (that’s
longer than the Chrysler
Building is tall).
Number of feet the electriccar racetrack extends over
the side of the ship:

13

Which Encore voyages are you most
excited about? We spend its first season
sailing the Caribbean from Miami, but
what I’m most looking forward to is when
we reposition to New York, my favorite
city in the world, next September for the
New England and Bermuda cruises.
Don’t miss: No cruise would be complete without racing the world’s largest
go-kart track at sea! It’s probably one of
the most thrilling experiences on board.
Favorite memories sailing with
Norwegian? It makes me smile when I
think back to spending time with radio
personality Elvis Duran, godparent to
Norwegian Bliss, or Guy Harvey, the hull
artist for Norwegian Escape – I’ve developed a dear friendship with him, as he
sails with us every year for a conservation
cruise. I can’t forget to mention Mrs. Cinci,
one of our loyal guests, who likes to refer
to herself as my “adopted mom.”
Top dining recommendation? Don’t
miss Food Republic, which serves shareable plates from around the world.
Best advice for Norwegian first-timers?
Just focus on getting on board and leave
the rest to us! Whether you’re looking to
relax, have an adventure, or simply reconnect with the ones you love, you’ll have
the freedom to design the trip of your life.

N O R W EG I A N C R U I S E L I N E
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THE HAVEN BY NORWEGIAN

The Haven Courtyard
on Norwegian Bliss.

Life at the Top
An exclusive enclave awaits Norwegian’s most discerning guests.

H

idden away at the top of
the ship, through a private
door (platinum-keycardentry only), The Haven by
Norwegian provides luxurious lodgings featuring a 24/7 certified butler.
Located on Norwegian Bliss, Encore,
Escape, Joy, and seven other vessels,
The Haven suites and shared spaces
create a relaxing, intimate, oasis
that’s as amenable to a once-in-ageneration family reunion as it is to
a honeymoon. Guests can indulge
in a private pool, sundeck, and hot
tubs and enhanced amenities. “The
elevated service and personal concierge, who can handle just about
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any request, make this a luxe way to
experience everything a big, amenityfilled ship has to offer,” says Virtuoso
advisor Samuel Spencer. Perhaps
most enviable on a 4,000-passenger
ship: The Haven’s VIP, skip-the-line
perks make enjoying the rest of the
ship even more enticing.
WELCOME ABOARD
About that attentive service: On arrival, expect a private, personalized
check-in and an escort to board the
ship ahead of the rest of the passengers. “The real wow moment was
when we were ushered into a private
elevator with a red-velvet rope across

it,” Spencer says of his recent cruise
aboard Norwegian Joy. “Whisked up
to The Haven complex, we enjoyed a
cocktail in The Haven Lounge while
the concierge introduced herself and
immediately got to work confirming
our specialty-dining reservations,
entertainment bookings, and more. It
was very very slick, hassle-free, and
very convenient – a lovely way to start
the trip.”
FIRST THINGS FIRST
Sip Champagne while your butler
unpacks your things, then head out to
meet other Haven passengers and ship
officers at a welcome cocktail party.

(Keep an eye out: Additional Haven
cocktail-party invitations may come
your way throughout the cruise.) For
passengers eager to explore, try The
Haven’s exclusive insider ship tour for
up to four guests. When you’re ready
for dinner, choose from The Haven
Restaurant in addition to numerous
dining venues and specialty restaurants. On a cruise that offers whirlwind
entertainment, from improv comedy
to Tony Award-winning musicals
and Cirque du Soleil dreamscapes, it
pays to have Haven VIP seating at all
complimentary entertainment offerings shipwide – just leave requests with
your personal concierge, and prime
seats will be waiting for you. Capping
it all off: gourmet treats delivered to
Haven suites each evening.
SUITE CHOICE
Haven accommodations range from
spacious suites to luxurious penthouses to roomy family villas, each
featuring different layouts and design
details, depending on the ship. Here’s
an example of three favorites:
The Haven Spa Suite with Balcony –
Norwegian Encore
Oversize waterfall shower? Check.
Complimentary access to the Thermal
Spa Suites’ hot tub, sauna, steam
room, and Vitality Pool? Check. This
two-person, 339-square-foot stateroom includes a king bed, en suite hot
tub, and 84-square-foot balcony. Plus,
it’s located adjacent to the Mandara
Spa and the Fitness Center, which
means effortless access to hot-stone
massages, specialty treatments, and
all the “me time” you need.
The Haven Aft-Facing Penthouse
with Master Bedroom & Balcony –
Norwegian Getaway
This opulent, 655-square-foot space
sleeps four and features a dining area,

Clockwise from top: The Haven Restaurant on Norwegian Bliss, breakfast in bed, and a
preview of Encore’s Haven Spa Suite.

spacious bath, and floor-to-ceiling
windows. Entertain guests in the
shared living area with an additional
half bathroom, have the butler make
up the sofa bed for the kids, or retreat
to the king bed for post-sunning
siestas. The 236-square-foot balcony
offers some of the ship’s best (and least
windy) outdoor views.

space – complete with a hot tub and
additional dining area. Each bedroom has a full bath embellished with
creamy marble. Bonus: Garden Villa
guests receive complimentary pier-toairport limo transfers.

The Haven 3-Bedroom Garden
Villa – Norwegian Jewel
Even among Haven favorites, this
contemporary, 4,891-square-foot
design for eight guests stands out. The
rounded outdoor terrace and private
garden reach 2,314 square feet of

Book your Haven suite through your
Virtuoso travel advisor and receive
complimentary perks and benefits,
including personalized planning and
custom itineraries, specialty dining,
an unlimited open bar, shore
excursions, and more.

BE A VIRTUOSO VIP

N O R W EG I A N C R U I S E L I N E
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FOOD & WINE

Toast to
the Most
An array of onboard
dining options get
the cocktails – and
conversations – f lowing.

P

lentiful dining venues mean
meals can be as fine or as
fun as you want – or both.
“Norwegian’s specialty
restaurants are numerous and provide
a wealth of options for foodies,” says
Virtuoso advisor Linda Allen. Sit
down with family under the stars,
savor the sunset with a glass of bubbly,
or take in a rollicking show with
dinner. The line’s “freestyle dining”
program allows you to eat when and
where you want, with whomever you
please: No more last-minute scramble
to make it to your dinner slot. And
assigned seats? Gone.
When you’re sailing on Norwegian
Breakaway Class or Breakaway Plus
Class vessels, be sure to wander the
quarter-mile-long Waterfront, which
is lined with restaurants and bars
with endless ocean views. Among the
line’s specialty dining destinations,
Cagney’s Steakhouse draws a crowd
for cocktails and 28-day-aged rib
eyes with sides of truff le fries. Fancy
a pint? On Bliss and Joy, catch the
game and share a round with friends
at The Local Bar & Grill, a classic pub
plating comfort-food staples such
as fish-and-chips 24 hours a day. Or
taste your way through a menu of
island-inspired rum drinks at Sugarcane Mojito Bar.
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Clockwise from top: Rack of lamb,
a citrus tart, and sashimi from The
Haven Restaurant, Ocean Blue, and
Food Republic restaurants.

RAISE A GLASS
VINTAGE FUN
Wine lovers, ask your advisor about
Meet the Winemaker cruises, a
popular series featuring meet and
greets, intimate winetastings,
pairing dinners, interactive cooking
classes, and more that runs through
February 2020 on select vessels.
Two tastes: Fourth-generation
California winemaker Robert
Mondavi Jr. joins Norwegian Encore
for a seven-day Caribbean sailing
departing December 1; the ship will
later welcome Gérard Bertrand, a
renowned vintner from France’s
Languedoc-Roussillon region, on
the same round-trip-from-Miami
itinerary on February 16, 2020.
Robert Mondavi Jr. and Gérard
Bertrand Meet the Winemaker
cruises, from $749.

(WINE) MARK SWALLOW/GETTY IMAGES, (TRAY) DJMILIC

IN GOOD TASTE
Few things are more enjoyable
than dining under the stars in the
warm, gentle ocean breeze. On
Norwegian Escape and Bliss,
The Haven Restaurant serves
tantalizing dishes, such as seared
scallops, Sonoma duck breast,
and mustard-crusted lamb chops,
with a side of spectacular alfresco
views. “Haven privileges set you
apart from the rest of the people
on the ship – from your ability to
make restaurant reservations at
embarkation check-in to always
having the best table or seating
available,” says Virtuoso travel
advisor Karen Upchurch. Guests
can even invite friends or family not
staying in The Haven for a shared
meal together. And after dinner, a
handcrafted cocktail awaits in the
private Haven Lounge.

Norwegian Joy beverage
manager Wade Cleophas
pours it on.

Current home base: Cape Town,
South Africa.
Now sailing: Seven-day Alaska
cruises, round-trip from Seattle.
Best port bar: Out of all the places
I’ve traveled, I was most pleasantly
surprised in Juneau, where I stumbled upon The Narrows, an absolute
gem serving some of the best craft
cocktails I’ve ever had.

Dining Fast Facts

24/7

Hours guests can order room
service on any ship.

72

Types of beer available at the
District Brew House.
International cuisines
represented in Norwegian’s
dining options:

7

(American, Brazilian, French, Italian,
Japanese, Mexican, Spanish)

Favorite cocktails from the Joy’s 30plus restaurants and bars:
• The smoked peach margarita at
our Texas smokehouse Q – available
on Bliss, Joy, and coming soon to
Encore – combines smoky mezcal
with sweet and tart flavors from lime
and peach, finished with a hibiscus
salt rim. It’s one of seven cocktails on
tap created by celebrity chef and
mixologist Kathy Casey.

• Maltings Beer & Whiskey Bar’s
Woodford old-fashioned, with
Woodford Reserve bourbon, maple
syrup, Angostura bitters, and sweet
vermouth, is another great choice.
• My personal favorites: the bespoke
cocktails available exclusively at The
Haven bars and lounges. Our bartenders, who are true craftspeople,
create cocktails designed specifically to guests’ mood or taste.

N O R W EG I A N C R U I S E L I N E
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PLAYTIME

Scenes from Jersey Boys and
(below) After Midnight.

Curtains Up
Showstopping performances add sizzle to nights at sea.

N

orwegian ships are known
to bring a bit of razzledazzle – from magicians,
musicians, acrobats, and
aerialists to thrilling Broadway musicals. “My personal favorites from the
wide variety of entertainment choices
include the Jersey Boys musical and
the stand-up comics in the Social
Comedy & Night Club,” says Virtuoso
advisor Cristina Buaas, who sailed
on Norwegian Bliss last year. Here’s
a preview of additional hits drawing
applause off-shore:
Jersey Boys
Norwegian Bliss brings the Tony
Award-winning Broadway show
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Jersey Boys to the open seas for the
first time. The blockbuster musical
will have passengers singing timeless
hits such as “Oh, What a Night” and
“Big Girls Don’t Cry” in no time.

After Midnight
In this hit musical, Norwegian Escape
re-creates the big-band era when
Harlem’s Cotton Club was the place

to be. The exclusive production fuses
Duke Ellington’s hits, Broadway dance
moves, and a riotous onstage jazz band.
Footloose
Prepare to cut loose and kick off your
Sunday shoes by the finale of this
show, which made its at-sea debut on
Norwegian Joy and features the music
of Grammy Award-winning artist
Kenny Loggins.
Kinky Boots
Cyndi Lauper’s original songs racked
up six Tonys during Kinky Boots’
Broadway run. The stiletto-studded
production debuts on Norwegian
Encore in November.

Make a
Splash

Fast times on Norwegian Bliss
and (below) the two-deck
Vibe Beach Club.

Who says kids should
have all the fun?
Grandmas, start
your engines!
NOW SEE THIS
With virtual-reality goggles in place,
passengers at Norwegian Joy’s
10,000-square-foot Galaxy Pavilion
can zoom along a simulated racecourse, play with the interactive 3-D
Wonder Wall video screen, and experience 7-D cinema special effects with
roller-coaster-style seats that swerve
and tilt to mimic the on-screen action.
Prefer to experience the real thing?
On Bliss, Encore, and Joy, check out
the top deck’s two-level electric-car
racetrack, where passengers can zip
past each other on straightaways at up
to 30 mph.
ONBOARD ADVENTURE
The resurrected lost city of Atlantis
sets the stage for an epic laser-tag
battle on board Encore. Day or night,
under the open sky, the whole family
can vie to complete their mission
amid virtual-reality-enhanced ruins
and giant sea creatures. For a realityenhanced adrenaline boost, daredevils
should make sure to look down to
take in prime ocean views on Escape’s
three-story ropes course, which
includes five zip lines and two eightfoot-long overwater planks.
WATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE
Cool off and keep the fun going at
Norwegian’s Aqua Parks. Encore’s
two-story Aqua Racer waterslide

flows 159 feet above
the ocean surface,
while the whirling
Ocean Loop whooshes
guests down a freefall slide. Little ones
can enjoy their own
aqua parks, complete
with tipping water
buckets, tube slides,
and water cannons.
Bliss, Joy, Escape, and
select other vessels
also offer Vibe Beach Club, where
passengers 18 years and older can
soak in oversize whirlpool tubs, tan on
cushioned chaise lounges, and order
umbrella drinks from a full-service
bar. It’s often at capacity, so book
passes early.
CHILD’S PLAY
An ultimate home base for kids at sea,
Splash Academy provides fun, ageappropriate activities for four groups:
Guppies (3 years or younger, with
parent participation required), Turtles

(3 to 5), Seals (6 to 9), and Dolphins
(10 to 12). Exclusively on Escape, Guppies Nursery offers drop-off childcare.
In port, kids can choose to stay on
board and enjoy supervised group
Port Play activities, leaving parents
to enjoy a relaxing day away, while
the Late Night Fun Zone lets parents
enjoy romantic dinners and theater
productions. Of course, teenagers get
the coolest club on the ship, Entourage,
with a no-parents-allowed zone and
nonstop activities ranging from
dancing to dodgeball.

N O R W EG I A N C R U I S E L I N E
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FEEL FREE TO LIVE IT UP.

Feel like having a butler unpack your luggage? Feel Free. Welcome to The Haven by Norwegian®, an exclusive enclave at
the top of the ship accessible by private keycard with our most luxurious accommodations. Bask in tranquility in The Haven
Courtyard with a private pool and sundeck. Indulge in the unparalleled personal service of a certified butler and concierge,
who will make all your arrangements on board and on shore, so you can focus on spending quality time with loved ones. Plus,
you’re just steps away from unique specialty restaurants, award-winning shows and the exciting activities your ship has to
offer. Experience true luxury at sea on a vacation you’ll never forget with Norwegian Cruise Line.
Discover The Haven aboard Norwegian Encore – sailing November 2019 from Miami.
BOOK AND RECEIVE UP TO $100 IN ONBOARD CREDIT PER STATEROOM ON SELECT SAILINGS.
PLUS, ENJOY ALL OF NORWEGIAN’S FREE AT SEA AMENITIES WHEN YOU BOOK THROUGH
YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

NORWEGIAN’S FREE AT SEA

UP TO $2,800 IN SAVINGS

©2019 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: BAHAMAS and USA. Restrictions apply.
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